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ABOUT SCIGATE
SCIGATE has got you covered when it comes to prepara�on of NEET and JEE. Na�onal
Eligibility-cum-Entrance Test is a medical entrance test UG examina�on conducted by Na�onal
Tes�ng Agency (NTA). NEET is considered to be one of toughest examina�ons of the country and
every year lacs of students sit for NEET with aim to become doctors. Clearing examina�on requires
proper guidance and advice. SCIGATE is known for same. SCIGATE is a digital ed-tech pla�orm with the
aim to provide premium quality coaching for exams like NEET and JEE. Today SCIGATE has learners and
students across the na�on and is delivering excep�onally well results, known for its results and
experienced faculty they make sure that every student gets the best and reach their actual poten�al.
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OUR PRESCIENCE
1. CONCEPT & UNDERSTANDING:
- Conceptual learning boost cri�cal thinking
- Conceptual learning will help to solve any twisted ques�ons easily
- Conceptual learning builds strong conﬁdence
- Conceptual learning builds solid founda�on of subject

2. READING AND REVISION:
- Proper technique for reading is necessary to get good score
- Good reading technique also minimize the mental burden to
remember everything that you have studied
- Maximum revisions ensures good score in examina�on

3. PRACTICE AND EXAMS:
- Prac�ce makes perfec�on
- Prac�ce short out your weaker topics which can be learned again
- Exam is necessary to evaluate yourself
- More appearance for prac�ce = more score in examina�on

4. DOUBT SOLUTION AND CONCLUSION:
- Whatever queries/doubts come in your mind, it must be cleared soon
- Queries/doubts clearance build up conﬁdence
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WHY
SCIGATE?
* Conceptual live and recorded lectures
* All India level Chapter wise as well as full syllabus NEET/JEE designed exam series
* Chapter wise Live video solu�on of last 10 year’s NEET/JEE MCQs our expert
* Challenger’s Zone to beat your weakness
* Chapter wise Live video solu�on of model MCQs with solu�on by our expert
* No limit Live doubt solu�on
* Exam on demand
* Individual strategy development for students
* Mind mapping sessions and Mo�va�onal lectures
* One on One live discussion of student’s analysis and Progress report
* All India level NEET/JEE rank predic�on
* 100% Personal a�en�on guarantee

OUR SUCCESS STORY IS ALSO FEATURED IN
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COURSES
AVAILABLE:
A: English medium

B: Gujarati medium

1. 11TH Science NEET

1. 11TH Science NEET

2. 12TH Science NEET

2. 12TH Science NEET

3. 11TH Science JEE

3. 11TH Science JEE

4. 12TH Science JEE

4. 12TH Science JEE

5. REPEATER BATCH FOR NEET

5. REPEATER BATCH FOR NEET

6. REPEATER BATCH FOR JEE

6. REPEATER BATCH FOR JEE

